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Young women are under more pressure than ever before: pressure to be pretty, to be
successful, to have a perfect selfie game. Is it possible for them to be their true selves? Or
must they fit into the same mold as the rest of their peers? Into this world of ever-growing
pressure bursts Emma Mae Jenkins with a message of hope and unabashed joy. Emma Mae
knows what it feels like to be judged and bullied, but she chooses to ignore the haters and
instead focus on a message of love and acceptance in Jesus Christ. In this powerful
devotional, Emma Mae will show young women what it looks like to live a life of rejoicing in
God’s love and the incredible excitement they can feel when they “live in ALL CAPS” for Him.
Designed around the real-world legal applications of reading comprehension, the Manhattan
Prep Reading Comprehension LSAT Strategy Guide is an essential tool for a surprisingly tricky
part of the LSAT. Containing the best of Manhattan Prep’s expert strategies, this book will
train you to approach the LSAT as a law student would approach a legal text—actively and with
a purpose. The Reading Comprehension LSAT Strategy Guide teaches you how to recognize
the core argument and then use it as a framework on which to organize the entire passage,
improving the speed and clarity with which you read. To further improve your reading, it walks
you through the process of annotation, discussing where and how to take notes in order to
maximize your comprehension without eating up precious time. It also looks at what types of
questions the LSAT asks and then arms you with the skills you need to spot issues and identify
correct answers. Each chapter in the Reading Comprehension LSAT Strategy Guide features
drills and full practice sets—made up of real LSAT questions—to help you absorb and apply what
you’ve learned, while numerous, in-depth solutions walk you through the process of selecting
the right answer and help you to achieve mastery. Further practice sets and other additional
resources are included online and can be accessed through the Manhattan Prep website.
Used by itself or with other Manhattan Prep materials, the Reading Comprehension LSAT
Strategy Guide will push you to your top score.
Instant New York Times bestseller · Hilarious stories and advice about the ups and downs of
growing up, from a popular YouTube artist and storyteller. Like any shy teen turned young
adult, YouTube star James Rallison ("The Odd 1s Out") is used to being on the outside looking
in. He wasn't partying in high school or winning football games like his older brother. Instead,
he posted comics on the Internet. Now, he's ready to share his hard-earned advice from his 21
years of life in the funny, relatable voice his fans love. In this illustrated collection, Rallison tells
his own stories of growing up as the "odd one out": in art class with his twin sister (she was
more talented), in the middle school locker room, and up to one strange year of college (he
dropped out). Each story is filled with the little lessons he picked up along the way, serious and
otherwise, like: * How to be cool (in seventh grade) * Why it's OK to be second-best at
something, and * How to survive your first, confidence-killing job interviews Filled with fanfavorite comics and never-before-seen material, this tongue-in-cheek take on some of the
weirdest, funniest parts of life is perfect for both avid followers and new converts.
“Imagination is the name of the game, and Perry plays it with distinction. Eye-catching, mindbending illustrations” (Booklist) Take a fantastical journey where anything can happen: leaves
turn into fish, cats fly with wings, humans have tails, frogs eat rainbows, and dreams become
visible. The Getty’s first children’s title, Sarah Perry’s delightful picture book of “surreal
possibilities” has remained a beloved backlist classic since it was first published in 1995. Her
magical watercolors are an open invitation to the imagination and conjure up a world of
limitless possibilities. Issued to celebrate a remarkable book’s twenty-fifth anniversary, this
enhanced, expanded, and enlivened edition will appeal to a brand-new generation of readers.
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Children of all ages will enjoy this romp through an inspiring, imaginative world.
In search of answers and action, the award-winning poet and essayist Lisa Wells brings us
Believers, introducing trailblazers and outliers from across the globe who have found radically
new ways to live and reconnect to the Earth in the face of climate change We find ourselves at
the end of the world. How, then, shall we live? Like most of us, Lisa Wells has spent years
overwhelmed by increasingly urgent news of climate change on an apocalyptic scale. She did
not need to be convinced of the stakes, but she could not find practical answers. She
embarked on a pilgrimage, seeking wisdom and paths to action from outliers and visionaries,
pragmatists and iconoclasts. Believers tracks through the lives of these people who are
dedicated to repairing the earth and seemingly undaunted by the task ahead. Wells meets an
itinerant gardener and misanthrope leading a group of nomadic activists in rewilding the
American desert. She finds a group of environmentalist Christians practicing “watershed
discipleship” in New Mexico and another group in Philadelphia turning the tools of violence into
tools of farming—guns into ploughshares. She watches the world’s greatest tracker teach
others how to read a trail, and visits botanists who are restoring land overrun by invasive
species and destructive humans. She talks with survivors of catastrophic wildfires in California
as they try to rebuild in ways that acknowledge the fires will come again. Through empathic,
critical portraits, Wells shows that these trailblazers are not so far beyond the rest of us. They
have had the same realization, have accepted that we are living through a global catastrophe,
but are trying to answer the next question: How do you make a life at the end of the world?
Through this miraculous commingling of acceptance and activism, this focus on seeing clearly
and moving forward, Wells is able to take the devastating news facing us all, every day, and
inject a possibility of real hope. Believers demands transformation. It will change how you think
about your own actions, about how you can still make an impact, and about how we might yet
reckon with our inheritance.
This “deeply immersive novel” (The Washington Post) from the author of the award–winning
Preparation for the Next Life is an “epic coming-of-age tale filled with pain, heartache, fear,
and undying love” (The Associated Press), as a young man’s yearning to protect his dying
mother requires him to risk destroying his estranged, enigmatic, powerful father. “From its
hypnotic opening pages, we find ourselves in the sure hands of a roaming omniscient narrator,
one who knows intimately the beating hearts of its two central characters” —Andre Dubus III,
The New York Times Book Review Corey Goltz grows up in the working-class outskirts of
Boston as the only child of Gloria, whose ambitions were derailed early but who has always
given her son everything she can. Corey, restless, dreams of leaving home for a great
adventure. Instead, when he is fifteen, the world comes crashing down upon him, when Gloria
is diagnosed with ALS and, too late, his estranged father, Leonard—a man of great charisma
but dubious moral character—reenters the picture. Determined to be his mother’s hero at any
cost, Corey begins shouldering responsibility for her expensive medical care, pushing himself
to his physical and emotional limits as her disease cruelly progresses. And as Leonard’s
influence over Corey grows, Corey must dismantle the myth of his father’s genius and confront
the evil that lurks beneath it. Gritty, visceral, and profoundly stirring, The War for Gloria tells the
story of a young man, straddling childhood and adulthood, whose yearning to protect his
mother requires him to risk destroying his father. An indelible work from a strikingly original
voice in American fiction.
Since Esphyr Slobodkina’s Caps for Sale was first published in 1940, millions of children have
savored the original tale of the peddler, his caps, and a band of very funny monkeys. Now the
charming, never-before-published sequel, More Caps for Sale, continues the story, picking up
right where Caps for Sale left off. Those mischievous monkeys are at it again, bringing laughs
to a new generation of readers! More Caps for Sale is the first posthumous book from Esphyr
Slobodkina and is based on story ideas shared with Ann Marie Mulhearn Sayer throughout
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their years as friends and business associates prior to Esphyr's death in 2002. The warmth and
humor of the simple text and bright illustrations creates the perfect opportunity for early readers
to experience a classic folktale tradition.
This in-world book by Vault-Tec highlights seven key attributes of vault dwellers in Bethesda
Game Studio's hit Fallout® video game franchise. Following total nuclear annihilation, the
caring Vault-Tec staff have prepared an educational manual to help vault dwellers like you
understand what makes you S.P.E.C.I.A.L. This replica of the board book every Lone
Wanderer or Sole Survivor receives in Fallout® 3 and Fallout® 4 will help readers determine
their best traits! After all, everyone is special, even you. Learn about the seven defining
attributes of Strength, Perception, Endurance, Charisma, Intelligence, Agility, and Luck. If
you’re lucky, one of these attributes may be what stands between you and a horribly painful
fate. So study carefully and discover what makes you S.P.E.C.I.A.L.!

Celebrate the 75th anniversary of the perennial favorite Caps for Sale with this
never-before-published sequel to the beloved classic! In this first posthumous
book from Esphyr Slobodkina, those mischievous monkeys are at it again,
bringing laughs to a new generation of readers! The sequel, More Caps for Sale,
picks up right where Caps for Sale left off, as the peddler comes face-to-face with
those monkeys and their funny business yet again! Slobodkina and her longtime
collaborator, Ann Marie Mulhearn Sayer, had many long conversations as they
planned More Caps for Sale before Esphyr's death in 2002. With simple text and
illustrations, filled with warmth and humor, this sequel is perfect for early readers
and follows a great folktale tradition. Since Caps for Sale was first published in
1940, millions of children have savored the original tale of the peddler, his caps,
and a band of very funny monkeys, and now this charming sequel continues the
story!
A true classic with a timeless message! All the other bulls run, jump, and butt
their heads together in fights. Ferdinand, on the other hand, would rather sit and
smell the flowers. So what will happen when Ferdinand is picked for the bullfights
in Madrid? The Story of Ferdinand has inspired, enchanted, and provoked
readers ever since it was first published in 1936 for its message of nonviolence
and pacifism. In WWII times, Adolf Hitler ordered the book burned in Nazi
Germany, while Joseph Stalin, the leader of the Soviet Union, granted it
privileged status as the only non-communist children's book allowed in Poland.
The preeminent leader of Indian nationalism and civil rights, Mahatma
Gandhi—whose nonviolent and pacifistic practices went on to inspire Civil Rights
leader Martin Luther King, Jr.—even called it his favorite book. The story was
adapted by Walt Disney into a short animated film entitled Ferdinand the Bull in
1938. Ferdinand the Bull won the 1938 Academy Award for Best Short Subject
(Cartoons).
A raw and funny memoir about sex, dating, and relationships in the digital age,
intertwined with a brilliant investigation into the challenges to love and intimacy
wrought by dating apps, by firebrand New York Times–bestselling author Nancy
Jo Sales At forty-nine, famed Vanity Fair writer Nancy Jo Sales was nursing a
broken heart and wondering, “How did I wind up alone?” On the advice of a
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young friend, she downloaded Tinder, then a brand-new dating app. What
followed was a raucous ride through the world of online dating. Sales, an awardwinning journalist and single mom, became a leading critic of the online dating
industry, reporting and writing articles and making her directorial debut with the
HBO documentary Swiped: Hooking Up in the Digital Age. Meanwhile, she was
dating a series of younger men, eventually falling in love with a man less than
half her age. Nothing Personal is Sales’s memoir of coming-of-middle-age in the
midst of a new dating revolution. She is unsparingly honest about her own
experience of addiction to dating apps and hilarious in her musings about dick
pics, sexting, dating FOMO, and more. Does Big Dating really want us to find
love, she asks, or just keep on using its apps? ?Fiercely feminist, Nothing
Personal investigates how Big Dating has overwhelmed the landscape of dating,
cynically profiting off its users’ deepest needs and desires. Looking back through
the history of modern courtship and her own relationships, Sales examines how
sexism has always been a factor for women in dating, and asks what the future of
courtship will bring, if left to the designs of Silicon Valley’s tech giants—especially
in a time of social distancing and a global pandemic, when the rules of romance
are once again changing.
Laundry is a chore, but when a child climbs in the basket, everything becomes a
game. Follow along as this mother takes a break from folding clothes to join her
child in the delightful laughter of imagination. In The Runaway Shirt, housework
and pretend play come together to transport readers to a kid’s world of wonder
and excitement. Each page of charming illustration is a work in joy and mirth.
Who knew folding laundry could be so fun?
A Publishers Weekly Most Anticipated Book of Spring 2021 From a Pulitzer
Prize–winning historian, the powerful story of a fragile nation as it expands across
a contested continent. In this beautifully written history of America’s formative
period, a preeminent historian upends the traditional story of a young nation
confidently marching to its continent-spanning destiny. The newly constituted
United States actually emerged as a fragile, internally divided union of states
contending still with European empires and other independent republics on the
North American continent. Native peoples sought to defend their homelands from
the flood of American settlers through strategic alliances with the other
continental powers. The system of American slavery grew increasingly powerful
and expansive, its vigorous internal trade in Black Americans separating parents
and children, husbands and wives. Bitter party divisions pitted elites favoring
strong government against those, like Andrew Jackson, espousing a democratic
populism for white men. Violence was both routine and organized: the United
States invaded Canada, Florida, Texas, and much of Mexico, and forcibly
removed most of the Native peoples living east of the Mississippi. At the end of
the period the United States, its conquered territory reaching the Pacific,
remained internally divided, with sectional animosities over slavery growing more
intense. Taylor’s elegant history of this tumultuous period offers indelible
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miniatures of key characters from Frederick Douglass and Sojourner Truth to
Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Margaret Fuller. It captures the high-stakes political
drama as Jackson and Adams, Clay, Calhoun, and Webster contend over
slavery, the economy, Indian removal, and national expansion. A ground-level
account of American industrialization conveys the everyday lives of factory
workers and immigrant families. And the immersive narrative puts us on the
streets of Port-au-Prince, Mexico City, Quebec, and the Cherokee capital, New
Echota. Absorbing and chilling, American Republics illuminates the continuities
between our own social and political divisions and the events of this formative
period.
From New York Times bestselling author Eleanor Henderson comes a turbulent
love story meets harrowing medical mystery: the true story of the author’s twentyyear marriage defined by her husband’s chronic illness—and a testament to the
endurance of love Eleanor met Aaron when she was just a teenager and he was
working at a local record stored—older, experienced, and irresistibly charming.
Escaping the clichés of fleeting young love, their summer romance bloomed into
a relationship that survived college and culminated in a marriage and two
children. From the outside looking in, their life had all the trappings of what most
would consider a success story. But, as in any marriage, things weren’t always
as they seemed. On top of the typical stresses of parenting, money, and work,
there were the untended wounds of depression, addiction, and childhood trauma.
And then one day, out of nowhere: a rash appeared on Aaron’s arms. Soon, it
had morphed into painful lesions covering his body. Eleanor was as baffled as
the doctors. There was no obvious diagnosis, let alone a cure. And as years
passed and the lesions gave way to Aaron’s increasingly disturbed concerns
about the source of his sickness, the husband she loved seemed to unravel
before her eyes. A new fissure ruptured in their marriage, and new questions
piled onto old ones: Where does physical illness end and mental illness begin?
Where does one person end and another begin? And how do we exist alongside
someone else’s suffering? Emotional, intimate, and at times agonizing,
Everything I Have Is Yours tells the story of a marriage tested by powerful forces
outside both partners’ control. It’s not only a memoir of a wife’s tireless quest to
heal her husband, but also one that asks just what it means to accept someone
as they are.
The New York Times bestselling and beloved Caps for Sale series by renowned
illustrator Esphyr Slobodkina continues! Following More Caps for Sale, this funny
and thoughtful read-aloud is inspired by The Elves and the Shoemaker. Here the
monkeys prove to the peddler that while they may be mischievous, they can also
be very helpful. Those playful monkeys who wore the peddler's wares in Caps for
Sale just won't leave him alone. As he walks through the streets selling his caps,
the monkeys follow behind him, and as he walks back home at the end of the
day, they trail along too. All in step. The peddler is tired of their trouble, but when
he asks his friend Essie for advice, she thinks he should give them one more
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chance before deciding they're no good. So when the peddler must go out of
town to attend to a sick friend, the monkeys have a surprise in store for his
return, showing that they might just be more mindful than they appear.
The Spanish language edition of one of the world's most beloved picture books,
Tikki Tikki Tembo. Tikki tikki tembo-no sa rembo- chari bari ruchi-pip peri pembo!
Three decades and more than one million copies later children still love hearing
about the boy with the long name who fell down the well. Arlene Mosel and Blair
Lent's classic re-creation of an ancient Chinese folktale has hooked legions of
children, teachers, and parents, who return, generation after generation, to learn
about the danger of having such an honorable name as Tikki tikki tembo-no sa
rembo-chari bari ruchi-pip peri pembo. Tikki Tikki Tembo is the winner of the
1968 Boston Globe - Horn Book Award for Picture Books. This is the Spanish
language edition.
A GOOD MORNING AMERICA BOOK CLUB PICK “Chandler Baker, queen of
the feminist thriller, has delivered once again! The Husbands is a poignant
exploration of what it would take for women to have it all." —Sally Hepworth,
bestselling author of The Good Sister To what lengths will a woman go for a little
more help from her husband? Nora Spangler is a successful attorney but when it
comes to domestic life, she packs the lunches, schedules the doctor
appointments, knows where the extra paper towel rolls are, and designs and
orders the holiday cards. Her husband works hard, too... but why does it seem
like she is always working so much harder? When the Spanglers go house
hunting in Dynasty Ranch, an exclusive suburban neighborhood, Nora meets a
group of high-powered women—a tech CEO, a neurosurgeon, an award-winning
therapist, a bestselling author—with enviably supportive husbands. When she
agrees to help with a resident’s wrongful death case, she is pulled into the lives
of the women there. She finds the air is different in Dynasty Ranch. The women
aren’t hanging on by a thread. But as the case unravels, Nora uncovers a plot
that may explain the secret to having-it-all. One that’s worth killing for. Calling to
mind a Stepford Wives gender-swap, New York Times bestselling author of
Whisper Network Chandler Baker's The Husbands imagines a world where the
burden of the “second shift” is equally shared—and what it may take to get there.
“Utterly engrossing and thoroughly timely, The Husbands is both a gripping, wellcrafted mystery and an insightful critique of motherhood and marriage in the
modern age--working mothers everywhere will feel seen in the best possible
way.” —Kimberly McCreight, New York Times bestselling author of A Good
Marriage
When an unobservant zookeeper goes home, all the animals he thinks he has
left behind in the zoo follow him. On board pages.
"In this sequel to the classic Caps for Sale, the cap peddler returns and is faced
with a band of mischievous monkeys who mimic his every move"-A peddler who sells caps by balancing them all on his head is invited to do an act
in the circus.
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Winner of the Newbery Medal, Coretta Scott King Author Award, and Kirkus Prize
for Young Readers’ Literature! Perfect for fans of Raina Telgemeier and Gene
Luen Yang, New Kid is a timely, honest graphic novel about starting over at a
new school where diversity is low and the struggle to fit in is real, from awardwinning author-illustrator Jerry Craft. Seventh grader Jordan Banks loves nothing
more than drawing cartoons about his life. But instead of sending him to the art
school of his dreams, his parents enroll him in a prestigious private school known
for its academics, where Jordan is one of the few kids of color in his entire grade.
As he makes the daily trip from his Washington Heights apartment to the upscale
Riverdale Academy Day School, Jordan soon finds himself torn between two
worlds—and not really fitting into either one. Can Jordan learn to navigate his new
school culture while keeping his neighborhood friends and staying true to
himself? This middle grade graphic novel is an excellent choice for tween
readers, including for summer reading. New Kid is a selection of the Schomburg
Center's Black Liberation Reading List. Plus don't miss Jerry Craft's Class Act!
Caps for Sale is a timeless classic beloved by millions...one of the most popular
picture books ever published! This picture book is an excellent choice to share at
home or in the classroom, as children love chanting along with the naughty
monkeys. Children will delight in following the peddler’s efforts to outwit the
monkeys and will ask to read it again and again. Caps for Sale is an excellent
easy-to-read book that includes repetition, patterns, and colors, perfect for early
readers. This tale of a peddler and a band of mischievous monkeys is filled with
warmth, humor, and simplicity and also teaches children about problem and
resolution. This classic picture book will be appreciated as a birthday, baby
shower, or graduation gift!
More caps for sale! Pezzo, the hardworking peddler, is still selling caps in this
delightful sequel to the beloved caps for sale. But what is that amusing
performing elephant up to? And where have all Pezzo's caps gone? Will Pezzo
get them back? Esphyr Slobodkina's classic artwork and timeless story are as
endearing as ever in this new paperback edition.
From the incomparable Emmy, Grammy, and Tony Award winner, a powerful and
revealing autobiography about race, sexuality, art, and healing It’s easy to be
yourself when who and what you are is in vogue. But growing up Black and gay
in America has never been easy. Before Billy Porter was slaying red carpets and
giving an iconic Emmy-winning performance in the celebrated TV show Pose;
before he was the groundbreaking Tony and Grammy Award-winning star of
Broadway’s Kinky Boots; and before he was an acclaimed recording artist, actor,
playwright, director, and all-around legend, Porter was a young boy in Pittsburgh
who was seen as different, who didn’t fit in. At five years old, Porter was sent to
therapy to “fix” his effeminacy. He was endlessly bullied at school, sexually
abused by his stepfather, and criticized at his church. Porter came of age in a
world where simply being himself was a constant struggle. Billy Porter’s
Unprotected is the life story of a singular artist and survivor in his own words. It is
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the story of a boy whose talent and courage opened doors for him, but only a
crack. It is the story of a teenager discovering himself, learning his voice and his
craft amidst deep trauma. And it is the story of a young man whose unbreakable
determination led him through countless hard times to where he is now; a proud
icon who refuses to back down or hide. Porter is a multitalented, multifaceted
treasure at the top of his game, and Unprotected is a resonant, inspirational story
of trauma and healing, shot through with his singular voice.
It all begins with a letter. Fall in love with Penguin Drop Caps, a new series of twenty-six
collectible and hardcover editions, each with a type cover showcasing a gorgeously illustrated
letter of the alphabet. In a design collaboration between Jessica Hische and Penguin Art
Director Paul Buckley, the series features unique cover art by Hische, a superstar in the world
of type design and illustration, whose work has appeared everywhere from Tiffany & Co. to
Wes Anderson's recent film Moonrise Kingdom to Penguin's own bestsellers Committed and
Rules of Civility. With exclusive designs that have never before appeared on Hische's hugely
popular Daily Drop Cap blog, the Penguin Drop Caps series debuted with an 'A' for Jane
Austen's Pride and Prejudice, a 'B' for Charlotte Brönte's Jane Eyre, and a 'C' for Willa Cather's
My Ántonia. It continues with more perennial classics, perfect to give as elegant gifts or to
showcase on your own shelves. R is for Rushdie. Set in an exotic Eastern landscape peopled
by magicians and fantastic talking animals, Salman Rushdie’s classic children’s novel Haroun
and the Sea of Stories inhabits the same imaginative space as Gulliver’s Travels, Alice in
Wonderland, and The Wizard of Oz. Haroun, a 12-year-old boy sets out on an adventure to
restore the poisoned source of the sea of stories. On the way, he encounters many foes, all
intent on draining the sea of all its storytelling powers.
AN INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTELLER Beautiful World, Where Are You is a new
novel by Sally Rooney, the bestselling author of Normal People and Conversations with
Friends. Alice, a novelist, meets Felix, who works in a warehouse, and asks him if he’d like to
travel to Rome with her. In Dublin, her best friend, Eileen, is getting over a break-up, and slips
back into flirting with Simon, a man she has known since childhood. Alice, Felix, Eileen, and
Simon are still young—but life is catching up with them. They desire each other, they delude
each other, they get together, they break apart. They have sex, they worry about sex, they
worry about their friendships and the world they live in. Are they standing in the last lighted
room before the darkness, bearing witness to something? Will they find a way to believe in a
beautiful world?
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Discover the life-changing memoir that has inspired
millions of readers through the Academy Award®–winning actor’s unflinching honesty,
unconventional wisdom, and lessons learned the hard way about living with greater
satisfaction. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE GUARDIAN
“McConaughey’s book invites us to grapple with the lessons of his life as he did—and to see
that the point was never to win, but to understand.”—Mark Manson, author of The Subtle Art of
Not Giving a F*ck I’ve been in this life for fifty years, been trying to work out its riddle for fortytwo, and been keeping diaries of clues to that riddle for the last thirty-five. Notes about
successes and failures, joys and sorrows, things that made me marvel, and things that made
me laugh out loud. How to be fair. How to have less stress. How to have fun. How to hurt
people less. How to get hurt less. How to be a good man. How to have meaning in life. How to
be more me. Recently, I worked up the courage to sit down with those diaries. I found stories I
experienced, lessons I learned and forgot, poems, prayers, prescriptions, beliefs about what
matters, some great photographs, and a whole bunch of bumper stickers. I found a reliable
theme, an approach to living that gave me more satisfaction, at the time, and still: If you know
how, and when, to deal with life’s challenges—how to get relative with the inevitable—you can
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enjoy a state of success I call “catching greenlights.” So I took a one-way ticket to the desert
and wrote this book: an album, a record, a story of my life so far. This is fifty years of my sights
and seens, felts and figured-outs, cools and shamefuls. Graces, truths, and beauties of
brutality. Getting away withs, getting caughts, and getting wets while trying to dance between
the raindrops. Hopefully, it’s medicine that tastes good, a couple of aspirin instead of the
infirmary, a spaceship to Mars without needing your pilot’s license, going to church without
having to be born again, and laughing through the tears. It’s a love letter. To life. It’s also a
guide to catching more greenlights—and to realizing that the yellows and reds eventually turn
green too. Good luck.
As topical today as when it was first published in 1938, this book tells of Bartholomew Cubbins
(from Caldecott Honor winner Bartholomew and the Oobleck) and his unjust treatment at the
hands of King Derwin. Each time Bartholomew attempts to obey the king’s order to take off his
hat, he finds there is another hat on his head. Soon it is Bartholomew’s head that is in danger .
. . of being chopped off! While The 500 Hats is one of Dr. Seuss’s earliest works, it is
nevertheless totally Seussian, addressing subjects that we know the good doctor was
passionate about: abuse of power (as in Yertle the Turtle), rivalry (as in The Sneetches), and
of course, zany good humor!
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • From the two-time Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The
Underground Railroad and The Nickel Boys, a gloriously entertaining novel of heists,
shakedowns, and rip-offs set in Harlem in the 1960s. "Ray Carney was only slightly bent when
it came to being crooked..." To his customers and neighbors on 125th street, Carney is an
upstanding salesman of reasonably priced furniture, making a decent life for himself and his
family. He and his wife Elizabeth are expecting their second child, and if her parents on
Striver's Row don't approve of him or their cramped apartment across from the subway tracks,
it's still home. Few people know he descends from a line of uptown hoods and crooks, and that
his façade of normalcy has more than a few cracks in it. Cracks that are getting bigger all the
time. Cash is tight, especially with all those installment-plan sofas, so if his cousin Freddie
occasionally drops off the odd ring or necklace, Ray doesn't ask where it comes from. He
knows a discreet jeweler downtown who doesn't ask questions, either. Then Freddie falls in
with a crew who plan to rob the Hotel Theresa—the "Waldorf of Harlem"—and volunteers Ray's
services as the fence. The heist doesn't go as planned; they rarely do. Now Ray has a new
clientele, one made up of shady cops, vicious local gangsters, two-bit pornographers, and
other assorted Harlem lowlifes. Thus begins the internal tussle between Ray the striver and
Ray the crook. As Ray navigates this double life, he begins to see who actually pulls the
strings in Harlem. Can Ray avoid getting killed, save his cousin, and grab his share of the big
score, all while maintaining his reputation as the go-to source for all your quality home furniture
needs? Harlem Shuffle's ingenious story plays out in a beautifully recreated New York City of
the early 1960s. It's a family saga masquerading as a crime novel, a hilarious morality play, a
social novel about race and power, and ultimately a love letter to Harlem. But mostly, it's a joy
to read, another dazzling novel from the Pulitzer Prize and National Book Award-winning
Colson Whitehead.
“Funny, tender, and so good.” —Mindy Kaling, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Why
Not Me? Remember when we hit it off so well that we decided We’re Going to Need More
Wine? Well, this time you and I are going to turn to our friend the bartender and ask, You Got
Anything Stronger? I promise to continue to make you laugh, but with this round, the stakes get
higher as the conversation goes deeper. So. Where were we? Right, you and I left off in
October 2017, when my first book came out. The weeks before were filled with dreams of loss.
Pets dying. My husband leaving me. Babies not being born. My therapist told me it was my
soul preparing for my true self to emerge after letting go of my grief. I had finally spoken openly
about my fertility journey. I was having second thoughts—in fact, so many thoughts they were
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organizing to go on strike. But I knew I had to be honest because I didn’t want other women
going through IVF to feel as alone as I did. I had suffered in isolation, having so many
miscarriages that I could not give an exact number. Strangers shared their own journeys and
heartbreak with me. I had led with the truth, and it opened the door to compassion. When I
released We’re Going to Need More Wine, the response was so great people asked when I
would do a sequel. The New York Times even ran a headline reading “We’re Going to Need
More Gabrielle Union.” Frankly, after being so open and honest in my writing, I wasn’t sure
there was more of me I was ready to share. But life happens with all its plot twists. And new
stories demand to be told. This time, I need to be more vulnerable—not so much for me, but
anyone who feels alone in what they’re going through. A lot has changed in four years—I
became a mom and I’m raising two amazing girls. My husband retired. My career has
expanded so that I have the opportunity to lift up other voices that need to be heard. But the
world has also shown us that we have a lot we still have to fight for—as women, as black
women, as mothers, as aging women, as human beings, as friends. In You Got Anything
Stronger?, I show you how this ever-changing life presents challenges, even as it gives me
moments of pure joy. I take you on a girl’s night at Chateau Marmont, and I also talk to Isis,
my character from Bring It On. For the first time, I truly open up about my surrogacy journey
and the birth of Kaavia James Union Wade. And I take on racist institutions and practices in
the entertainment industry, asking for equality and real accountability. You Got Anything
Stronger? is me at my most vulnerable. I have recently found true strength in that vulnerability,
and I want to share that power with you here, through this book.
In his first work of narrative nonfiction, Matthew Pearl, bestselling author of acclaimed novel
The Dante Club, explores the little-known true story of the kidnapping of legendary pioneer
Daniel Boone’s daughter and the dramatic aftermath that rippled across the nation. On a quiet
midsummer day in 1776, weeks after the signing of the Declaration of Independence, thirteenyear-old Jemima Boone and her friends Betsy and Fanny Callaway disappear near the
Kentucky settlement of Boonesboro, the echoes of their faraway screams lingering on the air.
A Cherokee-Shawnee raiding party has taken the girls as the latest salvo in the blood feud
between American Indians and the colonial settlers who have decimated native lands and
resources. Hanging Maw, the raiders’ leader, recognizes one of the captives as Jemima
Boone, daughter of Kentucky's most influential pioneers, and realizes she could be a valuable
pawn in the battle to drive the colonists out of the contested Kentucky territory for good. With
Daniel Boone and his posse in pursuit, Hanging Maw devises a plan that could ultimately bring
greater peace both to the tribes and the colonists. But after the girls find clever ways to create
a trail of clues, the raiding party is ambushed by Boone and the rescuers in a battle with
reverberations that nobody could predict. As Matthew Pearl reveals, the exciting story of
Jemima Boone’s kidnapping vividly illuminates the early days of America’s westward
expansion, and the violent and tragic clashes across cultural lines that ensue. In this
enthralling narrative in the tradition of Candice Millard and David Grann, Matthew Pearl
unearths a forgotten and dramatic series of events from early in the Revolutionary War that
opens a window into America’s transition from colony to nation, with the heavy moral costs
incurred amid shocking new alliances and betrayals.
A little duck finds adventure on the Yangtze River when he is too late to board his master's
houseboat one evening.
Children and Drug Safety traces the development, use, and marketing of drugs for children in
the twentieth century, a history that sits at the interface of the state, business, health care
providers, parents, and children. This book illuminates the historical dimension of a clinical and
policy issue with great contemporary significance—many of the drugs administered to children
today have never been tested for safety and efficacy in the pediatric population. Each chapter
of Children and Drug Safety engages with major turning points in pediatric drug development;
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themes of children’s risk, rights, protection and the evolving context of childhood; child-rearing;
and family life in ways freighted with nuances of race, class, and gender. Cynthia A. Connolly
charts the numerous attempts by Congress, the Food and Drug Administration, the American
Academy of Pediatrics, and leading pediatric pharmacologists, scientists, clinicians, and
parents to address a situation that all found untenable.
Seeking adventure in faraway places, Miss Rumphius fulfills her dream and then sets out to
make the world more beautiful.
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • A TODAY SHOW #READWITHJENNA BOOK CLUB
PICK! • The moving story of an undocumented child living in poverty in the richest country in
the world—an incandescent debut from an astonishing new talent “Heartrending, unvarnished,
and powerfully courageous, this account of growing up undocumented in America will never
leave you." —Gish Jen, author of The Resisters In Chinese, the word for America, Mei Guo,
translates directly to “beautiful country.” Yet when seven-year-old Qian arrives in New York
City in 1994 full of curiosity, she is overwhelmed by crushing fear and scarcity. In China,
Qian’s parents were professors; in America, her family is “illegal” and it will require all the
determination and small joys they can muster to survive. In Chinatown, Qian’s parents labor in
sweatshops. Instead of laughing at her jokes, they fight constantly, taking out the stress of their
new life on one another. Shunned by her classmates and teachers for her limited English, Qian
takes refuge in the library and masters the language through books, coming to think of The
Berenstain Bears as her first American friends. And where there is delight to be found, Qian
relishes it: her first bite of gloriously greasy pizza, weekly “shopping days,” when Qian finds
small treasures in the trash lining Brooklyn’s streets, and a magical Christmas visit to
Rockefeller Center—confirmation that the New York City she saw in movies does exist after all.
But then Qian’s headstrong Ma Ma collapses, revealing an illness that she has kept secret for
months for fear of the cost and scrutiny of a doctor’s visit. As Ba Ba retreats further inward,
Qian has little to hold onto beyond his constant refrain: Whatever happens, say that you were
born here, that you’ve always lived here. Inhabiting her childhood perspective with exquisite
lyric clarity and unforgettable charm and strength, Qian Julie Wang has penned an essential
American story about a family fracturing under the weight of invisibility, and a girl coming of
age in the shadows, who never stops seeking the light.
The surprising and compelling story of two rival geniuses in an all-out race to decode one of
the world’s most famous documents—the Rosetta Stone—and their twenty-year-long battle to
solve the mystery of ancient Egypt’s hieroglyphs. The Rosetta Stone is one of the most
famous objects in the world, attracting millions of visitors to the British museum ever year, and
yet most people don’t really know what it is. Discovered in a pile of rubble in 1799, this slab of
stone proved to be the key to unlocking a lost language that baffled scholars for centuries.
Carved in ancient Egypt, the Rosetta Stone carried the same message in different
languages—in Greek using Greek letters, and in Egyptian using picture-writing called
hieroglyphs. Until its discovery, no one in the world knew how to read the hieroglyphs that
covered every temple and text and statue in Egypt. Dominating the world for thirty centuries,
ancient Egypt was the mightiest empire the world had ever known, yet everything about it—the
pyramids, mummies, the Sphinx—was shrouded in mystery. Whoever was able to decipher the
Rosetta Stone, and learn how to read hieroglyphs, would solve that mystery and fling open a
door that had been locked for two thousand years. Two brilliant rivals set out to win that prize.
One was English, the other French, at a time when England and France were enemies and the
world’s two great superpowers. The Writing of the Gods chronicles this high-stakes intellectual
race in which the winner would win glory for both himself and his nation. A riveting portrait of
empires both ancient and modern, this is an unparalleled look at the culture and history of
ancient Egypt and a fascinating, fast-paced story of human folly and discovery unlike any
other.
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The vibrant, sprawling saga of Empress Maria Theresa—one of the most renowned women
rulers in history—and three of her extraordinary daughters, including Marie Antoinette, the
doomed queen of France. Out of the thrilling and tempestuous eighteenth century comes the
sweeping family saga of beautiful Maria Theresa, a sovereign of uncommon strength and
vision, the only woman ever to inherit and rule the vast Habsburg Empire in her own name,
and three of her remarkable daughters: lovely, talented Maria Christina, governor-general of
the Austrian Netherlands; spirited Maria Carolina, the resolute queen of Naples; and the
youngest, Marie Antoinette, the glamorous, tragic queen of France, and perhaps the most
famous princess in history. Unfolding against an irresistible backdrop of brilliant courts from
Vienna to Versailles, embracing the exotic lure of Naples and Sicily, this epic history of Maria
Theresa and her daughters is a tour de force of desire, adventure, ambition, treachery, sorrow,
and glory. Each of these women’s lives was packed with passion and heart-stopping
suspense. Maria Theresa inherited her father’s thrones at the age of twenty-three and was
immediately attacked on all sides by foreign powers confident that a woman would to be too
weak to defend herself. Maria Christina, a gifted artist who alone among her sisters succeeded
in marrying for love, would face the same dangers that destroyed the monarchy in France.
Resourceful Maria Carolina would usher in the golden age of Naples only to face the deadly
whirlwind of Napoleon. And, finally, Marie Antoinette, the doomed queen whose stylish
excesses and captivating notoriety have masked the truth about her husband and herself for
two hundred and fifty years. Vividly written and deeply researched, In the Shadow of the
Empress is the riveting story of four exceptional women who changed the course of history.
The charming, never-before-published sequel to Caps for Sale! Those mischievous monkeys
are at it again, bringing laughs to a new generation of readers. Since Esphyr Slobodkina’s
Caps for Sale was first published in 1940, millions of children have savored the original tale of
the peddler, his caps, and a band of very funny monkeys. Now More Caps for Sale continues
the story, picking up right where Caps for Sale left off. This board book edition features thick
pages and is just the right size for small hands. More Caps for Sale is the first posthumous
book from Esphyr Slobodkina and is based on story ideas shared with Ann Marie Mulhearn
Sayer throughout their years as friends and business associates prior to Esphyr's death in
2002. The warmth and humor of the simple text and bright illustrations creates the perfect
opportunity for early readers to experience a classic folktale tradition.
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